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Abstract
We propose a Transformer-based framework for 3D human texture estimation from a single image. The proposed
Transformer is able to effectively exploit the global information of the input image, overcoming the limitations of
existing methods that are solely based on convolutional
neural networks. In addition, we also propose a maskfusion strategy to combine the advantages of the RGBbased and texture-flow-based models. We further introduce a part-style loss to help reconstruct high-fidelity colors without introducing unpleasant artifacts. Extensive experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
method against state-of-the-art 3D human texture estimation approaches both quantitatively and qualitatively. The
project page is at https://www.mmlab-ntu.com/
project/texformer.

1. Introduction
In this paper, we study the problem of estimating 3D human texture from a monocular image. This is an important
problem that plays a key role in single-image 3D human
reconstruction and has wide applications in virtual and augmented reality, film industry, gaming, and biometrics.
Most of existing methods for this problem [13, 23, 29,
44, 47, 53] use deep convolution neural networks (CNNs)
to predict 3D human texture (i.e., a UV map) from the input
image (Figure 1(a)). While these methods have achieved
impressive results, their network architectures suffer from
an inherent shortcoming: convolution layers are by design
local operations and inefficient in processing global information that is crucial in 3D human texture estimation. More
specifically, the input and output in this task do not have
strictly-aligned spatial correspondences and may even have
totally different shapes as shown in Figure 1(a). This is in
sharp contrast to 2D computer vision tasks such as image
super-resolution [51] and image-to-image translation [21]
where the input and output are well aligned.
We believe that one should not simply follow the common practice of using only CNNs for the 3D task in this
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Figure 1. We propose a Transformer for 3D human texture estimation from a single image. Compared with the existing method [44]
that solely relies on CNNs (a), the proposed Transformer uses the
attention mechanism to more effectively exploit global information (b), which leads to higher-quality 3D human texture estimation. See the text for more detailed explanations.

work, and global operations should be introduced for better 3D human texture reconstruction. Note that some recent
approaches [47, 53] attempt to address this issue with fullyconnected layers (or MLPs), which however often leads to
loss of fine spatial information. Moreover, this information
loss cannot be easily remedied by skip connections [38] due
to the misalignment of the different-layer features. A successful solution should be able to more effectively distribute
features of the input into suitable locations in the UV space
while preserving fine spatial information.
Towards this end, we propose a Transformer-based
framework for 3D human texture estimation from a single
image. The Transformer allows processing information of
the input in a global manner, which is in particular suitable
for our task. At the core of the Transformer is an attention
module that involves three basic components: Query, Key,
and Value. For the Query, we use a pre-computed color
map that has the same shape as the output UV map. Each
pixel in the query map corresponds to a vertex on 3D human mesh [31]. The Value is the input image that has all the
source pixels. For the Key, we use a 2D part-segmentation
map obtained with an off-the-shelf model [16], which implies the mapping from the image to the UV space [34, 53].

For an intuitive understanding of the relationship between these three components, we elucidate the working
mechanism of our Transformer in Figure 1(b). A pixel in
the Query (marked as yellow star) is first used to correlate
with the Key, which produces an attention map. With this
attention map, the source information in the Value can then
be effectively aggregated by weighted averaging to generate the corresponding pixel in the output UV map. Such
an attention mechanism allows us to exploit global information of the input image without losing fine details, which
is the key factor that distinguishes our method from existing algorithms. Note that the above explanations have been
simplified for ease of understanding. As will be introduced
in Section 3, we use more channels for the Value and Key in
real implementation and perform multi-head attention [43]
in feature space.
To summarize, we make the following contributions:
1) We propose a Transformer-based framework, termed as
Texformer, for 3D human texture estimation from a single
image. Based on the attention mechanism, the proposed
network is able to effectively exploit global information of
the input. It naturally overcomes the limitations of existing
algorithms that solely rely on CNNs and effectively facilitates higher-quality 3D human texture reconstruction.
2) Existing algorithms output either RGB values [44, 47] or
texture flow [23, 53] to synthesize the final UV map. We
analyze the limitations of these two strategies and propose
a new method to combine the best of both worlds. We show
that the proposed method is able to significantly reduce visual artifacts while preserving fine details.
3) The estimated textures of previous approaches often suffer from noticeable color differences from the input. To
remedy this issue, we propose a part-style loss that enforces
the Gram-matrix similarity [12] for each human body part
and encourages closer appearances to the input image.
Extensive experiments on the Market-1501 dataset [54]
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method
against state-of-the-art 3D human texture estimation approaches both quantitatively and qualitatively.

2. Related Work
3D human texture estimation. Recent years have witnessed significant progress in the field of 3D human texture estimation [1, 2, 3, 6, 13, 19, 23, 28, 29, 30, 34, 35,
36, 39, 44, 47, 53, 55, 57]. Some methods [1, 2, 3, 6, 34]
solve this problem by taking multi-view images as input,
and the 3D human texture can be synthesized by merging
textures from different views with Graph-cut [7], median
filters [3], or deep learning [34]. However, these methods
cannot be easily used for single-image 3D human reconstruction [4, 37, 40, 56, 59]. More recent approaches in
this direction use RGBD videos [30, 57], which poses even
higher demand for the input.

For applications in single-image 3D human reconstruction [4, 37, 40, 56, 59], another line of approaches use deep
neural networks to reconstruct 3D human textures from a
monocular image [19, 28, 35, 39, 55]. However, these methods usually need 3D supervision obtained via 3D scanning,
which is both time-consuming and labor-intensive. Moreover, some methods [28, 36] require high-quality dense human pose estimation for extracting partially observed textures, which would be challenging for in-the-wild images.
More closely related to this work, some recent methods
aim to address the problem of single-image texture reconstruction without 3D labels [13, 23, 29, 44, 47, 53], which
are generally more applicable for real-world usage. For instance, Wang et al. [44] propose a self-supervised training
pipeline by building upon the success of existing 3D human mesh reconstruction algorithms [18, 22, 24, 26, 27, 46].
Kanazawa et al. [23] also learn the 3D textures in a selfsupervised manner and use texture flow to directly sample
pixels from the input image. In addition, Zhao et al. [53]
exploit human part segmentation as input and use multiview data as extra training labels for better performance.
While these methods have achieved promising progress in
this task, they usually rely on CNNs that cannot well exploit
global information of the input. In contrast, we propose
a Transformer-based framework that effectively overcomes
this issue. In addition, we introduce a mask-fusion strategy
to combine the advantages of both RGB predictions and texture flow. We also propose part-style loss and face-structure
loss to further improve the texture reconstruction results.
Transformers. Thanks to the remarkable ability to handle
long-range information, the Transformer has become the
dominant architecture in natural language processing [10,
43]. Recently, it has also been introduced in computer vision, and the applications include object detection [8], image classification [11], image restoration [9], and hand pose
estimation [17]. We refer to [14] for a more comprehensive
review of vision transformers.
In this work, we demonstrate that the attention mechanism makes the Transformer particularly suitable for the
task of 3D human texture estimation. We provide new
insights in designing the Transformer for this task, and
the proposed network achieves better performance than the
state-of-the-art approaches. We also show that a common
Transformer structure without specific design cannot perform as well as the proposed architecture.

3. Methodology
We propose a Transformer-based framework, termed as
Texformer, for 3D human texture estimation from a single
image. An overview of the Texformer is shown in Figure 2.
A brief explanation of the framework is provided in the figure caption. Next, we provide more detailed explanations
of the Texformer as well as our loss functions.
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Figure 2. Overview of the proposed Texformer. The Query is a pre-computed color encoding of the UV space obtained by mapping the 3D
coordinates of a standard human body mesh to the UV space. The Key is a concatenation of the input image and the 2D part-segmentation
map. The Value is a concatenation of the input image and its 2D coordinates. We first feed the Query, Key, and Value into three CNNs
to transform them into feature space. Then the multi-scale features are sent to the Transformer units to generate the Output features. The
multi-scale Output features are processed and fused in another CNN, which produces the RGB UV map TRGB , texture flow F , and fusion
mask M . The final UV map is generated by combining TRGB and the textures sampled with F using the fusion mask M . Note that we have
skip connections between the same-resolution layers of the CNNs similar to [48] which have been omitted in the figure for brevity.

3.1. Texformer
Query. As introduced in Section 1, the Query of our model
represents a color-encoding of the output UV space, and
each pixel in the Query map should characterize a vertex on
the 3D human mesh. To this end, we use the 3D coordinates
of a standard human body mesh from the SMPL model [31]
as the color encoding of each vertex. The color values of
each pixel in the Query can be obtained by first mapping the
3D coordinates to the UV space and then interpolating the
coordinates with KD-Tree [33]. We pre-compute the Query
map before network training, and the same color encoding
of the UV space is used for all input images.
Key. Recall that the Key is used to correlate with the Query
elements to obtain the attention map for the input (Figure 1),
which is crucial for connecting the image space and the UV
space. Motivated by recent studies [34, 53], we use 2D partsegmentation as the Key to learn a mapping from the input
image to the output UV map. Our 2D part-segmentation is
obtained with an off-the-shelf model [16]. As shown in Figure 2, we also include the input image as additional channels of the Key to provide contextual information.
Value. The Value represents the source information indexed
by the Key and is aggregated into the UV space to generate
the output using the attention map. There are two possible

options for the Value depending on the form of the Transformer output: 1) using the RGB input image as the Value
when the Transformer directly outputs the RGB UV map;
2) using the flow field of the image, i.e., 2D coordinates for
each pixel, when the model first produces the texture flow
and then generates the UV map by sampling the input image with the predicted flow. As will be introduced later in
this section, our Transformer predicts both RGB values and
texture flow, and thus, we concatenate both the RGB image
and the flow field as the Value of our model (Figure 2).
The Query, Key, and Value cannot be directly used by
the Transformer with their raw forms; this is especially the
case for the Query and Key which will be compared in the
attention module and thereby should have the same feature
dimension. Thus, we feed them in CNNs to transform them
into feature space as shown in Figure 2. Then the resulting
features Q ∈ Rvu×d , K ∈ Rhw×d , and V ∈ Rhw×c are sent
into the Transformer unit, which produces the Output features O ∈ Rvu×c . Here, v, u are the height and width of the
output UV map, h, w are the height and width of the input
image, while d, c are the feature dimensions of K and V ,
respectively. Note that the CNN of Q is used to find a better representation of the fixed Query map and only needed
in the training phase. During deployment, we can drop the
Query CNN by pre-computing the feature encodings.

The Transformer unit in Figure 2 is the central part of the
proposed network, which effectively distributes the image
features into suitable locations of the UV map and enables
global information interchange between the input space and
the output space. Specifically, it can be written as:
 \label {eq: trans unit} O = f_\text {res-MLP}(f_\text {Attn}(Q+E_Q, K+E_K, V)),

(1)

where fAttn is the multi-head attention module from [43].
fres-MLP is a two-layer MLP with a residual connection between its input and output. EQ and EK are sinusoidal positional encodings [43] for the Query and Key features, respectively.
Low-rank attention. As introduced in [43], the multi-head
attention fAttn is based on a single-head attention module:
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 \label {eq: single-attn} f_\text {single}(\tilde {Q}, \tilde {K}, \tilde {V}) = \text {softmax}({\tilde {Q}\tilde {K}^\top }/{\alpha })\tilde {V},
˜

(2)

˜

where Q̃ ∈ Rṽũ×d , K̃ ∈ Rh̃w̃×d , and Ṽ ∈ Rh̃w̃×c̃ . The
denominator α is incorporated to avoid large values. For
clarity, we do not use the symbols Q, K, and V here as
these features need to be first processed by linear projection
layers in the multi-head attention fAttn [43].
One important problem of the normal attention formulation is the high memory complexity (O(ṽũh̃w̃) for Eq. 2),
which makes the training infeasible for common GPUs. To
remedy this issue, we propose a low-rank attention (LoRA)
module inspired by [50]:
 \label {eq: low-rank-attn} f_\text {LoRA}(\tilde {Q}, \tilde {K}, \tilde {V}) = {\tilde {Q}\tilde {K}^\top \tilde {V}}/{\alpha },

(3)

where the softmax function is removed, and the attention is
approximated by pure matrix multiplication. This strategy
allows more efficient computations by manipulating the order of the matrix multiplications [50] (i.e., computing K̃ ⊤ Ṽ
first). The memory footprint can be significantly reduced
˜ c̃)), which makes the training
to O(max(ṽũ, h̃w̃) · max(d,
more feasible. Note that [50] uses this low-rank strategy for
matrix factorization while we apply it to multi-head attention for efficient Transformers.
Multi-scale feature fusion. Instead of applying the Transformer unit at one single scale, we compute the Output features with a three-level feature pyramid. For the first two
levels where the features have large spatial sizes, we use
the proposed LoRA (Eq. 3) to reduce memory cost. For the
small features on the third level, we simply use the softmax
attention module (Eq. 2). Then the multi-scale Output features Oi , i = 1, 2, 3 can be easily fused within a CNN as
shown in Figure 2. This multi-scale approach can help the
proposed Transformer better exploit contextual information
and predict higher-quality human textures for invisible regions (Figure 9).
Mask-fusion of RGB and texture flow. There are two possible options for the output of the network: 1) directly generating the RGB textures TRGB [44, 47], or 2) predicting the
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Figure 3. Mask-fusion strategy combines RGB values and texture
flow to reduce artifacts while preserving fine details.

texture flow F that can be used to generate the final textures
by sampling from the input image I [23, 49, 53]. As shown
in Figure 3, both these two strategies have their advantages
and limitations: Directly synthesizing TRGB can well reconstruct visually-pleasant 3D human textures, which however
often leads to loss of fine details (Figure 3(b)). On the other
hand, the texture flow is able to preserve fine details in the
input image, but the results could suffer from severe artifacts (Figure 3(c)).
To solve this problem, we propose a mask-fusion method
to combine the advantages of both RGB values and texture
flow. Specifically, our Transformer generates three outputs:
the RGB UV map TRGB , the texture flow F , and a fusion
mask M . Then the mask-fusion process can be written as:

  T = M \odot f_\text {sample}(F, I) + (1-M) \odot T_{\text {RGB}},

(4)

where fsample is the bilinear sampling function that is used
to sample textures from I with F , and ⊙ denotes elementwise multiplication. The final texture T is computed by fusing TRGB and fsample (F, I) via weighted sum. As shown in
Figure 3(f), the mask-fusion method is able to significantly
reduce visual artifacts while preserving fine details. In addition, by observing the learned fusion mask (Figure 3(d)),
we can find that the network tends to use sampled textures
fsample (F, I) for visible regions such as the human chest,
and use synthesized textures TRGB for invisible regions such
as the human back as well as other hard regions with sophisticated structures such as the face and hands.
Relationship with conventional Transformers. Typically,
existing works [8, 9, 11, 43] construct the Transformer by
stacking multiple Transformer units, where the Output features of the current unit become the Query features for the
next one. Thus, the data flow in the Transformer needs to be

able to serve as two different roles (i.e., Query and Output)
simultaneously. This is a reasonable choice when either 1)
the Query and Output are in the same space, for example,
in natural language processing [43] the Query is the shifted
Output of the previous time step, or 2) the physical meaning
of the Query cannot be concretely defined, for instance, in
object detection [8] the Query is randomly-initialized vectors that are also optimized during training.
However, in this work we have a clear definition of the
Query which is a color encoding map obtained from 3D coordinates of a standard 3D body mesh, and each element
in the Query corresponds to a physical vertex; and this
Query map is in a space different from the Output (i.e., the
RGB values and texture flow). Therefore, in our network
(Figure 2), we avoid stacking multiple attention modules
and use the Transformer units more efficiently in a multiscale manner. Through this way, the features of our Texformer do not need to serve as two different roles simultaneously anymore, which effectively alleviates the difficulties of training. As shown in Section 4.1, the conventional
Transformer cannot provide as high-quality results as the
proposed model, which demonstrates the effectiveness of
our design.

3.2. Loss Functions
Following [23, 44, 47, 53], we train the Texformer in a
self-supervised manner. First, we use the estimated human
textures to render the human image fr (T, D), where fr is a
differentiable rendering function [25], and D represents the
3D human mesh and camera parameters predicted by the
state-of-the-art algorithm RSC-Net [46]; then the model can
be trained by enforcing the similarity between the rendered
image fr (T ) and the input I. Note that we omit D here and
in the following sections for conciseness.
To enforce the similarity between fr (T ) and I, we first
use the re-identification (ReID) loss from [44]:
 \label {eq: reid} \ell _{\text {ReID}} = \sum _{v} \| \bar {\phi }_v(f_\text {r}(T)) - \bar {\phi }_v(I) \|_2^2,

(5)

where ϕv represents the v-th layer of a pedestrian reidentification network [41]. ϕ̄ = ϕ/∥ϕ∥2 denotes L2normalization.
While this ReID loss performs reasonably well, the reconstructed textures often have noticeable color differences
from the input image as shown in Figure 4(a), which is
mainly due to the normalization operation in Eq. 5. One
way to solve this problem is to remove the normalization
and use the unnormalized features for the ReID loss. However, this strategy often leads to severe artifacts in the reconstructed human textures as shown in Figure 4(b) (note
the unnatural textures on human face and arms).
We suppose this problem could be owing to that the predicted 3D human mesh is not always accurate. As shown in
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Figure 4. Part-style loss for reconstructing human textures with
high-fidelity colors.
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Figure 5. Misalignment issue of the 3D mesh predictions. (b) is
the 3D body mesh predicted by [46]. (c) is the 2D body part segmentation (P-S) obtained from the 3D mesh (b). (d) is the 2D body
part segmentation obtained by [16].

Figure 5(b), the 3D human mesh does not align well with
the input image. Therefore, directly enforcing the similarity between the rendered human and the input image leads
to significant errors, which will negatively affect the training process.
Part-style loss. To address this issue, we propose a new
loss function based on the observation that the 2D partsegmentation is generally more accurate than 3D estimation and aligns better with the input image (Figure 5(d)).
Specifically, we enforce the similarity between each body
part of the rendered human and the input image, which naturally handles the misalignment issue caused by inaccurate
3D mesh predictions.
However, the regions of the same body part in different
segmentation maps usually have different sizes and shapes
as shown in Figure 5(c) and (d), which prevents us from
using a simple MSE loss as in Eq. 5. Instead, we employ the
style loss from [12] where the Gram matrix does not require
the same size and shape for computation. Different from the
original style loss [12] that computes the Gram matrix for
the whole image, we enforce the Gram-matrix similarity in
a per-body-part manner, which can be formulated as:
  \ell _{\text {style}} = \sum _{p} \| G(M_p \odot \phi _1(f_\text {r}(T))) - G(M'_p \odot \phi _1(I)) \|_2^2, \nonumber
where M and M ′ are the human part segmentation from
the 3D mesh and the 2D human parsing model [16], respectively. Here, p indicates the p-th body part, and G is the
Gram matrix. Note that we only use the features from the

first layer of the ReID network (i.e., ϕ1 ) for the part-style
loss to better focus on low-level colors of the reconstructed
textures. As shown in Figure 4(c), combining ℓReID and ℓstyle
achieves color appearances closer to the input image without introducing unpleasant artifacts.
Face-structure loss. While our method is able to well reconstruct the 3D textures for most regions of the human
body, it is still challenging to synthesize the textures for the
human parts with complicated structures, such as the human face. Wang et al. [44] propose an MSE face loss to
encourage the face textures to be close to the mean face of a
synthetic human dataset [42], which however, often leads to
unnatural results where the face color is not consistent with
other skin regions of the reconstructed human. To remedy
this issue, we propose a face-structure loss:
  \label {eq: face} \ell _{\text {face}} = - \frac {1}{N} \sum _{i=1}^{N} s(M_\text {face} \odot T, M_\text {face} \odot T_\text {syn}^{(i)}),

(6)

(i)

where {Tsyn }N
i=1 is a collection of realistic human textures
from a synthetic human dataset [42]. Mface is a pre-defined
binary map that indicates the face region on the texture map.
s is a structure-similarity function [45] defined as:
  s(x,y)={(\sigma _{xy}+C)}/{(\sigma _x \sigma _y + C)},

(7)

where σx is the standard deviation of x, σxy is the covariance between x and y, and C is a constant. Eq. 6 essentially
encourages the face textures to have similar structures as
Tsyn , which effectively facilitates the generation of plausible
face textures while retaining the colors of the input human.
Our final loss is a combination of the ReID loss, partstyle loss, and face-structure loss:
  \label {eq: final loss} \ell = w_1 * \ell _\text {ReID} + w_2 * \ell _\text {style} + w_3 * \ell _\text {face},

(8)

where w1 , w2 , and w3 are hyper-parameters. Similar to
[53], we use multi-view data to train the network, and our
loss functions can be straightforwardly applied to multiview images.

4. Experiments
We use the Market-1501 dataset [54] in our experiments,
which consists of human images of 1501 person identities. Following [44, 47], we use 1401 identities for training and the remaining 100 identities for testing. For the
face-structure loss, we use synthetic textures from the SURREAL dataset [42]. We use 8 attention heads for the attention modules, and the feature dimension is set as 128 for
both K and V . We set α = h̃w̃ for the LoRA (Eq. 3).
We use BatchNorm [20] instead of LayerNorm [5] for the
Transformer units as it gives better results in practice. Similar to [44, 47], we use the PCB network [41] as the feature

Table 1. Quantitative evaluation of the proposed algorithm. Numbers in bold indicate the best in each column, and underscored
numbers indicate the second.
CosSim ↑

CosSim-R ↑

SSIM ↑

LPIPS ↓

Params (M)

CMR [23]
HPBTT [53]
RSTG [44]
TexGlo [47]
Texformer

0.5241
0.5246
0.5282
0.5408
0.5747

0.4978
0.5027
0.4924
0.5048
0.5422

0.7142
0.7420
0.6735
0.6658
0.7422

0.1275
0.1168
0.1778
0.1776
0.1154

84.1
235.0
13.4
16.1
7.6

DETR [8]
DETR* [8]

0.4344
0.5632

0.4064
0.5274

0.6482
0.7133

0.2409
0.1379

41.6
17.9

Method

extractor of the ReID loss (Eq. 5). We empirically set the
coefficients in Eq. 8 as w1 = 5000, w2 = 0.4, w3 = 0.01.
For the evaluation metrics, we use the SSIM [45] and
LPIPS [52] with human masks [32] to measure the quality of the predicted human textures. We also compute the
cosine similarity (CosSim) of person ReID features [41] to
measure the results from a semantic level. A higher CosSim
indicates that the rendered human is more likely to be the
same person in the input image. As the PCB network [41]
has been used for training the baselines and our model, we
also compute the cosine similarity of the features from a
ReID network unseen during training. Specifically, we use
the ResNet-50 [15] from [58] and name the corresponding
metric as CosSim-R.

4.1. Comparison with the State of the Arts
We compare against the state-of-the-art 3D texture estimation methods: CMR [23], HPBTT [53], RSTG [44], and
TexGlo [47]. As HPBTT splits data in a different way, we
retrain it with our protocol following [44, 47]. As shown
in Table 1, the proposed method achieves consistently better results than the baseline approaches on all metrics while
requiring a smaller amount of parameters, which demonstrates the effectiveness of our algorithm.
In addition, we also provide qualitative evaluations of
our method against the baselines in Figure 6. As the textures of CMR [23] and HPBTT [53] are sampled from the
input image with texture flow, they usually have colors close
to the input, which leads to good performance in terms of
SSIM and LPIPS in Table 1. However, these methods often
suffer from significant artifacts and are not robust to occlusions as shown in Figure 6(a)-(b). On the other hand, while
RSTG [44] (Figure 6(c)) and TexGlo [47] (Figure 6(d)) can
well reconstruct human textures without severe visual artifacts, their results usually lack fine details and have significant color differences from the input. In contrast, the
proposed algorithm achieves higher-quality results with fine
details and high-fidelity colors in Figure 6(e).
User study. We conduct a user study for a more comprehensive evaluation of the texture estimation algorithms. This
study uses 10 images randomly selected from the Market1501 test set [54], and each input is processed by 5 different methods: CMR [23], HPBTT [53], RSTG [44], Tex-
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Figure 6. Qualitative evaluation of the proposed algorithm.
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Figure 7. User study of different algorithms for 3D human texture
estimation. Each bar shows the mean and standard deviation of the
normalized scores of each method.

Glo [47], and the proposed Texformer. Twenty subjects
are asked to rank the reconstructed textures by each method
with the input image as reference (1 for poor and 5 for excellent). We normalize the rank values to [0, 1], and use
the normalized scores for measuring the results. We visualize the mean scores and the standard deviation in Figure 7.
The proposed method is clearly preferred over other methods, suggesting its better capability in generating 3D human
textures with high perceptual quality.
Comparison with DETR. The DETR [8], which employs a
conventional Transformer structure [43], is originally used
for object detection. Here we adapt this network for 3D human texture estimation by replacing the object queries with
UV map queries, which are randomly initialized and then
optimized during training. We also add the proposed Query

(b) DETR*

(c) Ours

(d) Input

Figure 8. Visual comparison with DETR [8].

map to the queries of DETR for better performance. However, the original network cannot work properly as shown
in Table 1 and Figure 8(a), which is mainly due to the very
deep structure (ResNet-50 [15]) of DETR that prevents the
preservation of lower-level texture information. Therefore,
we improve the original DETR by only using the first block
of the ResNet-50 as the feature extractor. This leads to a
stronger baseline model (DETR*) as shown in Table 1 and
Figure 8(b). However, as DETR stacks multiple attention
modules together without explicitly disentangling the roles
of the Query and Output features, it does not perform as
well as the proposed network which produces high-quality
human textures with fine details as shown in Figure 8(c).

4.2. Ablation Study
Effectiveness of the Transformer. The proposed network
essentially relies on the Transformer unit (Eq. 1) to exploit
the global information of the input. To analyze its effect, we
remove the Transformer units in Figure 2 and instead gen-
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Table 2. Ablation study of the proposed method.
CosSim ↑

CosSim-R ↑

SSIM ↑

LPIPS ↓

w/o Transformer unit
w/o multi-scale

0.5413
0.5715

0.5101
0.5391

0.7242
0.7407

0.1235
0.1181

only RGB
only texture flow

0.5711
0.5515

0.5370
0.5258

0.7167
0.7581

0.1261
0.1027

w/o part-style loss

0.5783

0.5441

0.7158

0.1412

0.5747

0.5422

0.7422

0.1154

Method

0002_c3s1_000076_01
Full model

w/o part-style loss

w/ part-style loss

Input

Figure 11. Effectiveness of the part-style loss.

w/o Transformer unit

w/o Multi-scale

Full model

Input

Figure 9. Effectiveness of different components of Texformer.

Input

UV map

Attention

Rendered human

Figure 10. Visualization of the learned attention map. The red
and yellow stars in the UV map correspond to the attention maps
surrounded by red and yellow frames, respectively.

erate the Output features by first concatenating Q, K, and
V and then sending the concatenated features into a normal
convolution layer. As shown in Table 2, the model without
the Transformer unit suffers from a significant performance
drop in terms of all the metrics. We also provide a visual
example in Figure 9, where the result of “w/o Transformer
unit” has much lower visual quality with unpleasant artifacts. To better understand the attention mechanism of the
Transformer unit, we further present a visualization of the
learned attention map in Figure 10, showing that the Transformer unit can learn to aggregate relevant features from the
image into the UV space.
Furthermore, in our approach we use a multi-scale strategy to fuse the features from the Transformer units, which
moderately improves the performance as shown in Table 2.
As the multi-scale strategy can effectively exploit the contextual information of the input, it is able to better infer textures for invisible regions of the human body, e.g. the human
back in Figure 9.
Effectiveness of combining RGB and texture flow. As introduced in Section 3.1, we propose a mask-fusion method
to combine the RGB output and texture flow. As shown
in Table 2, directly predicting the RGB values leads to poor
SSIM and LPIPS, which is mainly due to the incapability of
the RGB-based model to reconstruct accurate details (Figure 3(b)). Furthermore, only using texture flow for human

texture estimation results in low CosSim and CosSim-R in
Table 2, which is largely caused by the significant amount of
artifacts as in Figure 3(c). Note that while both our RGBbased and flow-based models have their limitations, they
still achieve better results than the previous RGB-based and
flow-based approaches (Table 1), which again shows the superiority of the proposed Transformer network.
Effectiveness of the part-style loss. As shown in Table 2, the part-style loss significantly improves the SSIM
and LPIPS. In Figure 11, the reconstructed textures without
this loss have noticeable color differences from the input
image. This is consistent with the motivation of our design in Section 3.2 to synthesize high-fidelity colors without introducing unpleasant visual artifacts. Note that the
part-style loss leads to a slight decrease of the CosSim and
CosSim-R in Table 2. This is possibly due to that the ReID
network does not fully rely on color appearances to recognize humans, as the same person may appear in different
colors when viewed from different angles or under different
light conditions. Therefore, enforcing the output to have
close color appearances to the input may not always coincide with the optimization direction of the ReID loss, and
may slightly distract the training process.

5. Concluding Remarks
We have developed the Texformer for high-quality 3D
human texture reconstruction from a single image. At the
core of this work is the Transformer unit that allows efficient
information interchange between two different spaces, i.e.
the image space and UV texture space. Potentially, this idea
could be extended to other fields where the data of interest
involves multiple representations or lies in different spaces,
such as multi-modality learning and graph processing.
On the other hand, due to the limitation of SMPL [31],
the proposed method is mostly suitable for tight-fitting
clothes rather than loose-fitting ones. It is possible to overcome this limitation by introducing more advanced human
body models in Texformer, which could be an interesting
direction for future research.
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